
VOTE ART CONTENT: EMPOWERING VOICES, SHAPING FUTURE
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Event Level NSC
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SkiolUA/viewform

Related SDG

Involved Staffs

Sl Name Role

1 Dinesh C Convenor

Outcome

The Vote Art Contest organized by the Youth Parliament Club of Sangamam in association with Student Affairs of KPRIET proved to be a
successful initiative in raising awareness among first-time voters. By harnessing the power of art, the contest effectively engaged youth in
discussions about democracy and the role of voting in shaping the future of the nation. Such initiatives are crucial in empowering the youth
to become active and responsible citizens.

Event Summary

The Youth Parliament KPRIET of Sangamam in association with Student Affairs of KPRIET organized a Vote Art Contest aimed at raising
awareness among first-time voters. The contest sought to engage youth creatively in understanding the importance of their vote and
encouraging their participation in the democratic process.         The primary objective of the contest was to educate and inspire first-time
voters about the significance of their vote in shaping the future of the nation. By harnessing artistic expression, the aim was to make the
concept of voting more relatable and accessible to the youth.         The Vote Art Contest organized by the Youth Parliament Club of
Sangamam in association with Student Affairs of KPRIET proved to be a successful initiative in raising awareness among first-time voters.
By harnessing the power of art, the contest effectively engaged youth in discussions about democracy and the role of voting in shaping the
future of the nation. Such initiatives are crucial in empowering the youth to become active and responsible citizens.         A panel of judges
comprising experienced members of the club and invited experts assessed the entries based on creativity, relevance to the theme,
originality, and overall impact. Each artwork was carefully scrutinized to ensure that it effectively communicated the intended message of
voter awareness.                  After thorough evaluation, winners were selected in different categories based on year of study and artistic
mediums. The winners were announced during a special ceremony held at the Youth Parliament Club. Cash prizes and certificates were
awarded to the top performers by Dr.Saravanan D, The Principal of KPRIET on recognition for their efforts in promoting voter awareness
through art.
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